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India is electronic delivery of services to citizens.

In latest developments in recent years, Aadhaar is

Towards this, while Aadhaar and UPI become the

linked to various government-to-citizen (G2C) services

Investment Bank). The US also recently launched

Hitachi Research Institute analyzed India’s

key service platforms, the CSCs (Common Service

including financial transactions. In fact, Aadhaar

ARIA (Asia Reassurance Initiative Act) with USD 7.5

increasing digital attractiveness and policy initiatives

Centres) act as delivery channel for government-

is already used for over 29 billion authentications,

billion commitment.

that got a notable push under the Prime Minister

to-citizen services digitally. It is interesting to see

7.2 billion eKYC transactions, issuing 3.5 billion

However, the situation is different in terms of

Narendra Modi’s government. The Institute looked

how Digital India is evolving with large-scale data

documents in DigiLocker, and 870 million banks

commercial competition. The Chinese technology

at the Modi government’s flagship initiative“Digital

aggregation with this structure.

accounts linked with Aadhaar. Thus, Aadhaar is

giants BAT (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent), have made

India”and how it is creating new service platforms

big investments, presence in Asia especially in

for electronic delivery of services to citizens. This

e-commerce and digital payments. On the other hand,

paper further elaborates how digitalization is

the US technology giants GAFA (Google, Apple,

spreading to villages (rural areas) for enhancing

Launched in 2010, Aadhaar is a 12-digit ID based

Facebook, Amazon) have high number of users but,

the Quality of Life (QOL). Moreover, the Indian

on biometrics (fingerprint, iris). It is issued by the

The Unified Payments Interface (UPI) was

lack aggressiveness in competing with BAT.

government is offering its approach of digitalization

Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI).

launched in 2016 by the government to push cashless

to South & Southeast Asian countries to benefit

Under the Digital India push, Aadhaar became

payments. It is developed by the National Payments

them.

mandatory. At present, more than 90% of India’s

Corporation (NPCI).

Interestingly, India has a unique position as
both BAT and GAFA co-exist strongly here. In
fact, India is highly attractive for digital business
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multiple bank a/cs via single mobile app and real-

However, unlike China’s strict regulations,

time round-the-clock payments (24x7, 365 days).

platforms of India Stack are open to foreign, private

Importantly, the UPI is fast integrating into G2C

companies. The regulations allow companies to

services via service delivery channels especially

use Aadhaar for verification. Using this, Microsoft

CSCs (Common Service Centres). There is a rapid

launched (new)Skype; DBS launched India’s first

increase in adoption of the UPI. Within two years of

mobile-only bank. In the case of UPI, both the US

launch, it reached 5 billion transactions last year in

(Google, Amazon) and Chinese companies (Alibaba

2018 (Fig. 3). The rapid use of UPI platform is further

led Paytm) integrated UPI into payment service.

raising the volume of data aggregation.

While, large-scale data aggregation is emerging in
the form of“India Stack”, there’s another new policy

5,353

action from the Indian government.
2.5 G overnment starts Localization of Data

6x

Aggregation
In recent months, India has started pushing data
localization with new rules for digital payments and

915

18
2016

(million)

2017

e-commerce. For digital payments, the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) has made mandatory local storage

2018

Source : 	 Prepared by Hitachi Research Institute based on		
data from NPCI
Fig. 3 UPI Transactions Volume

of data. As a result, foreign companies (Google,

2.4

G overnment opens platforms to Foreign

national e-commerce policy proposes some limitation

Companies

on cross-border data flow. As a result, foreign

Amazon, etc.) already started using Indian servers
for payments data. For e-commerce, the new draft

With Aadhaar ID and UPI payment platforms, the

companies will have to invest in local data centres.

government has created a large-scale personal data

However, the most critical new regulation would be

aggregation. This has several information, not only a

proposed Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018 that

person’s name, but also his/her bank a/c details, medical

is drafted on the lines of EU’s GDPR (General Data

history, and so on. This is called“India Stack”(Fig. 4).

Protection Regulation).

Company

Service

Google

Google Pay

Digital payment as new service, 200 million
UPI transactions (Mar 2019)

Skype Lite

Integrated with Aadhaar for user verification.

Microsoft
Amazon

Kaizala

Details

Adopted UPI for money transfer among users.

Company Service

Details
Added UPI payment; aim to double
monthly users to 200 million.

Alibaba

Paytm

Xiaomi

Launched digital payment, second
Mi Pay country after China. Added UPI for
future potential (May 2019).

Amazon Pay Added UPI payment for e-commerce.

Aadhaar
UPI

Big Data
Name

Bank Account
Biometrics
Medical History

Company
DBS

Service

Details

Launched India's first “mobile-only bank”
digibank
using Aadhaar. 2 million customers in 2018.

Pension No.
Phone No.

Address
Passport No.
Birth Date
Exam Score

Purchase History
E-mail Id

India Stack

Source: Prepared by Hitachi Research Institute based on analysis of information from various published sources
Fig. 4 Data Aggregation leading towards creation of India Stack
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CSCs as Delivery Channel for G2C Services

While the CSCs were to provide G2C services, they
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the central and state governments are focusing
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In recent months, India has started pushing data

delivery of services (Fig. 5). A typical CSC has

bus-flight tickets, etc. CSCs are also increasingly

localization with new rules for digital payments and

computer(s), printer(s), scanner(s), power back-up

becoming the point of sales for FMCG (fast moving

e-commerce. For digital payments, the Reserve Bank

(Uninterruptible Power Supply-UPS, genset), digital/
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of India (RBI) has made mandatory local storage
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smartphones and computers.

Source : Prepared by Hitachi Research Institute based on		
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Fig. 3 UPI Transactions Volume

of data. As a result, foreign companies (Google,

In this set-up, the most critical stakeholder

Amazon, etc.) already started using Indian servers

is CSC e-Governance Services India Ltd. It is a

for payments data. For e-commerce, the new draft

Special Purpose Vehicle (CSC SPV) established
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2.4
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national e-commerce policy proposes some limitation

by the Ministry of Electronics and Information

target of 100,000 CSCs. It got a major expansion in

Companies

on cross-border data flow. As a result, foreign

Technology (MeitY) to monitor the implementation

2015 when the“Digital India”program was launched.

3.2

CSCs evolving towards Digital Villages

With Aadhaar ID and UPI payment platforms, the

companies will have to invest in local data centres.

of CSC program. This organization is the main

The target was revised to 250,000 CSCs by 2019.

government has created a large-scale personal data

However, the most critical new regulation would be

implementation agency, making content aggregation

At present, more than 210,000 CSCs are already

aggregation. This has several information, not only a

proposed Personal Data Protection Bill, 2018 that

from service providers and creating a standard

established in villages, creating the world’s largest

person’s name, but also his/her bank a/c details, medical

is drafted on the lines of EU’s GDPR (General Data

technology platform for use by CSCs. Further, the
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State Government
-Select CSC operators
-Support CSC operation set-up

State Designated Agency
District e-Governance Societies
Govt.

Hospital

University

Bank

Train

B2C Services

CSC e-Governance Services India Ltd.

Retail

Service Providers
CSC-SPV
-Set up/maintain technology PF
-Contract with service providers

Common Service Center (CSC)
• Passport,
Land
records (CSC)
• Mobile recharge
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Service
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Service
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Source: Prepared by Hitachi Research Institute based on analysis of information from various published sources
Fig. 4 Data Aggregation leading towards creation of India Stack
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India Stack

Central Government
- Deploy Aadhaar and UPI

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology

G2C Services

Name

DBS

India Stack

Amazon Pay Added UPI payment for e-commerce.
Big Data

Company

India Stack

• Rail, bus
Flight tickets
• Product sale

Front-end delivery channel

Service Fee

Village Citizens
Source: Prepared by Hitachi Research Institute based on analysis of information from various published sources
Fig. 5 Set-up of CSC Delivery Channel
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		 information from various published source
Fig. 6 Digital Diversity among States

people with digital services. At the same time, it is
further aggregating big data in a manner of regional
decentralization. Some state governments are also
promoting collaboration between CSCs and private
sector including foreign companies. In this way,

are providing more than 350 G2C Services and also

Whereas Tamil Nadu, Punjab, Haryana are Emerging

private companies are also able to prototype new

B2C, recording more than 4 million transactions each

Digital States (EDS). In fact, Telangana also tops in

solutions & services and later commercialize them.

month.

terms of number of e-services (222), following by AP

However, in recent years India also started

(203). This indicates these states’focus on e-service

“exporting” its way of digitalization to ASEAN

Now, the government has started leveraging CSCs
towards creating 1,000“Digital Villages”
. The aim is

delivery via CSCs in villages.

starting from G2C service delivery. In November

to provide not only CSC services, but also additional

The Institute also gathered information on the

2015, the PM Modi announced credit line of USD 1

services including tele-education, tele-medicine, LED

progress of digitalization in villages of top two states.

billion for digital connectivity for ASEAN countries.

lighting, etc. for enhancing the QOL of villagers.

In Telangana, Ibrahimpur has become the South

After this, the government announced pilot project

According to the government, work on around 800

India’s “first cashless village” as bank accounts

on rural connectivity for creating digital villages in

villages is in progress and recently it announced to

opened and debit cards issued to all households.

Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Vietnam (CLMV).

expand to 100,000“Digital Villages”by 2023.

Another village, Mansanpally, has an E-health Centre

First project started in Traing district in Takeo,

(Cloud-based electronic medical records), E-education

Cambodia. Success of this project is planned to be

Centre (online class) and E-Panchayat Centre

replicated in other ASEAN countries.

D iversity among Indian States towards
digitalization

(local governance services). In Andhra Pradesh, the

In another notable development, the government

In the context of India, a notable point is its

Mori village has established 100% cashless payments

has started internationalizing the NPCI’s digital

diversity. It is a very large country with 28 states

with PoS terminal at shops, Cloud-based healthcare

payment platform especially the UPI. Towards this,

and there is huge diversity across states in terms

records, Virtual classrooms, and also IoT Solutions

in May 2018, it announced to link up with Singapore’s

of their economy, government policy and social

for farming.

Network for Electronic Transfers (NETS), which will

characteristics. This diversity can be noticed in

Foreign technology companies are getting

the area of digitalization also. Hitachi Research

attracted to villages for business activities.

Further, India’s National Research Development

Institute analyzed adoption of digitalization among

Interestingly, the Mori Village has a Co-Innovation

Corporation (NRDC) will establish a technology data

states (Fig 6). From the analysis of data on number

Lab, where Google, Cisco, IBM, Ericsson etc. are

bank for ASEAN as part of ASEAN-India Innovation

of Internet users and e-transactions, it was found

developing digital technology services for villages.

Platform. This will bring technologies on a single

that Telangana and Andhra Pradesh (AP) states are

Their work areas range from fiber optic technology,

platform and make it available for commercialization

clearly on the top, followed by Kerala and Gujarat.

to virtual classrooms, smart rural aggregation

for Indian as well as ASEAN entrepreneurs.

These can be called Leading Digital States (LDS).

weather platform and smart water grid management
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expected to expand bringing it closer to ASEAN.

private sector. The“Digital Village”program is

(National Avg.)

0

3.3

the current situation, India’s digitalization can be

been promoting“Digital India”since 2015. It started

Tamil Nadu

Rajasthan

0

from China which entered in ASEAN with B2C

Thus, we notice that the Indian government has
Chhattisgarh

2,000

IoT. Companies see this as opportunity to develop

eyeing the ASEAN markets (e.g., Oyo Rooms). Given

(National Avg.)

4,000

特 集

make UPI payments acceptable in Singapore.

Thus, we can notice India’s approach is different
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Digital States (EDS). In fact, Telangana also tops in

solutions & services and later commercialize them.

month.

terms of number of e-services (222), following by AP

However, in recent years India also started

(203). This indicates these states’focus on e-service

“exporting” its way of digitalization to ASEAN

Now, the government has started leveraging CSCs
towards creating 1,000“Digital Villages”
. The aim is

delivery via CSCs in villages.

starting from G2C service delivery. In November

to provide not only CSC services, but also additional

The Institute also gathered information on the

2015, the PM Modi announced credit line of USD 1

services including tele-education, tele-medicine, LED

progress of digitalization in villages of top two states.

billion for digital connectivity for ASEAN countries.

lighting, etc. for enhancing the QOL of villagers.

In Telangana, Ibrahimpur has become the South

After this, the government announced pilot project

According to the government, work on around 800

India’s “first cashless village” as bank accounts

on rural connectivity for creating digital villages in

villages is in progress and recently it announced to

opened and debit cards issued to all households.

Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Vietnam (CLMV).

expand to 100,000“Digital Villages”by 2023.

Another village, Mansanpally, has an E-health Centre

First project started in Traing district in Takeo,

(Cloud-based electronic medical records), E-education

Cambodia. Success of this project is planned to be

Centre (online class) and E-Panchayat Centre

replicated in other ASEAN countries.

D iversity among Indian States towards
digitalization

(local governance services). In Andhra Pradesh, the

In another notable development, the government

In the context of India, a notable point is its

Mori village has established 100% cashless payments

has started internationalizing the NPCI’s digital

diversity. It is a very large country with 28 states

with PoS terminal at shops, Cloud-based healthcare

payment platform especially the UPI. Towards this,

and there is huge diversity across states in terms

records, Virtual classrooms, and also IoT Solutions

in May 2018, it announced to link up with Singapore’s

of their economy, government policy and social

for farming.

Network for Electronic Transfers (NETS), which will

characteristics. This diversity can be noticed in

Foreign technology companies are getting

the area of digitalization also. Hitachi Research

attracted to villages for business activities.

Further, India’s National Research Development

Institute analyzed adoption of digitalization among

Interestingly, the Mori Village has a Co-Innovation

Corporation (NRDC) will establish a technology data

states (Fig 6). From the analysis of data on number

Lab, where Google, Cisco, IBM, Ericsson etc. are

bank for ASEAN as part of ASEAN-India Innovation

of Internet users and e-transactions, it was found

developing digital technology services for villages.

Platform. This will bring technologies on a single

that Telangana and Andhra Pradesh (AP) states are

Their work areas range from fiber optic technology,

platform and make it available for commercialization

clearly on the top, followed by Kerala and Gujarat.

to virtual classrooms, smart rural aggregation

for Indian as well as ASEAN entrepreneurs.

These can be called Leading Digital States (LDS).

weather platform and smart water grid management
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expected to expand bringing it closer to ASEAN.

private sector. The“Digital Village”program is

(National Avg.)

0

3.3

the current situation, India’s digitalization can be

been promoting“Digital India”since 2015. It started

Tamil Nadu

Rajasthan

0

from China which entered in ASEAN with B2C

Thus, we notice that the Indian government has
Chhattisgarh

2,000

IoT. Companies see this as opportunity to develop

eyeing the ASEAN markets (e.g., Oyo Rooms). Given

(National Avg.)

4,000

特 集

make UPI payments acceptable in Singapore.

Thus, we can notice India’s approach is different
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